(SONGS WITHOUT WORDS)

1. NOCTURNO (Nocturne)
2. CANCIÓN DEL VIENTO (Song Of The Wind )
3. LA VENTANA (The Window)
4. NOCHE DE OCTUBRE (October’s Night)
5. NIDO DE PÁJAROS (Nest of Birds)
6. CANCIÓN SIN PALABRAS (Song Without Words)
7. CADA DÍA (Every Day)
8. PEDREGAL (Rocky Ground )
9. EL VIENTO CANTA (The Wind Sings)
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the Theremin
The Theremin is the first electronic instrument in history. It was invented in Russia in 1920 by Leon Theremin, and
it is known for producing sound without any physical contact from the musician. In order to play, the performer
moves his hands or any other part of the body in the vicinity of two antennas located in the instrument, thereby
altering their electromagnetic field. The internal circuit translates those movements as variations in pitch or volume.

This way of interacting with the instrument forces the musician to maintain a total concentration at the time of
playing, so Theremin concerts generally are of a very ceremonial and mysterious nature. They make this an
unforgettable experience to the audience that attends them.
In the technological aspect, the importance of the invention of the Theremin, despite its first designs resemble to a
simple AM radio equipment, is enormous. Because it is the first musical instrument whose sound is produced by
oscillator circuits, electronic filters and amplifiers, it is considered as the basis for the design of early analog
synthesizers, invented more than 40 years later. I like to say that "we are all a little thereminst", because the principle
of operation of the Theremin has been used in numerous electronic devices that we frequently use in modern life,
from automatic doors to some types of touch screens.
But enough of words for now, I have lengthened a lot. Now I prefer to invite you to put aside your daily affairs for a
few minutes, turn up the volume of your stereo, and get carried away by the ethereal sound of this incredible
instrument that, although it may not seem like it, is very close to turning one hundred years old.
El Profesor Sonoro, january 2020

Cada día,
cuando la ciudad poco a poco se levanta
y la bohemia de golpe va durmiendo,

Every day,
when the city gently wakes up
and bohemian life suddendly go asleep,

una botillería se cierra, una farmacia se abre,
y el humo de las fábricas reemplaza al humo del cigarrillo.

A liquor store closes, a pharmacy opens,
and factories’s smokes replaces cigar’s smokes.

Unos sueños comienzan, otros sueños terminan;

Some dreams start, some dreams end;

la música se apaga, dando lugar
a las noticias frescas de la radio.

music shuts off, giving room
to the radio’s fresh news.

Mientras la luz de la luna recuerda a los obreros
el esfuerzo diario para ganarse el pan,
la luz del sol tímidamente se refeja
en el rostro desmaquillado de un club de desnudistas vacío.

While the moonlight reminds workmen
the diary effort to put food on the table,
the sunlight timidly reflects itself
in the makeup-less face of an empty strip club.

Una mujer trota por la vereda;
un hombre, borracho, ya no puede tenerse en pie.

A woman jogs on the sidewalk;
a man, drunk, can no longer stand up.

- ¡Buenos días!- saluda ella.
- Buenas noches- se despide él.

- Good morning!- she greets.
- Good night- he says.
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